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The Kwakwaka’wakw mask that inspired the Seahawks logo	

	
	
	
		
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

COMMON IP PROTECTIONS 
 

EXISTING IP PROTECTIONS FOCUS ON THE WORK OF 
INDIVIDUALS, PRIMARILY FOR COMMERCIAL USE 

• COPYRIGHT: A copyright grants an author or artist exclusive 
economic and moral rights to their original, "fixed" literary or 
artistic expression. The concept of fixation is key, as 
copyright does not apply to ideas or styles, but only to the 
expression of those ideas by fixing them in some medium 
(i.e., written word, recorded music, carved wood, or film). 
Copyright protection exists immediately upon creation of the 
work and requires no legal action by the author/artist. In the 
USA, copyright protection extends for the author's life + 70 
years. 

• TRADEMARK: Trademarks are legal protections for specific 
names, logos, or phrases.  The Microsoft name or the 
Seahawks logo provide well-known examples of commercial 
trademarks. Trademarks are specifically designed for 
commercial protection, but some indigenous communities 
(e.g., the Navajo Nation) have successfully implemented 
trademarks utilizing their community name. Trademark 
duration has the benefit of perpetuity, as long as it remains 
in use by the owner. 

• PATENT: Patents are protections for industrial processes or 
products. To be patentable, an invention or process must be 
novel or represent a new and unique process. One cannot 
patent a plant, but one could patent a process to remove a 
specific ingredient from that plant, such as a medicinal 
product. 

• TRADE SECRET: A trade secret is a process that gives an 
individual or corporation a commercial advantage. The 
formula for Coca Cola is a trade secret as this knowledge 
protects the financial interest of the company. Some 
traditional knowledge may be protected as trade secrets if it 
has commercial value, even if the community is not utilizing it 
as such. 

 

WHAT IS  
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY? 
 

Intellectual property (IP) refers to "creations of the mind" 1 which are 
legally protected to provide an individual with the opportunity to 
receive recognition or to seek financial benefit. Intellectual property 
falls into two broad categories: copyright law and industrial design law. 
Both categories are designed to ensure the creator an opportunity, 
even a monopoly, for financial benefit while at the same time balancing 
this right against the public's right to access information and similar use 
of an idea. 

The framework of western intellectual property law privileges the 
individual and commercial gain. As such, in its current form, it often 
provides poor protection for traditional knowledge and traditional 
cultural expressions (TCEs). TCEs are cultural practices (e.g., lifeways, 
beliefs, song, dance, stories) handed down from generation to 
generation which express a community's unique cultural identity. They 
may be the "product" of many members of a community over a great 
deal of time, even evolving as the life of the community evolves. The 
misappropriation and/or misuse of TCEs may harm a community, but 
protection of TCEs currently do not fit neatly within the framework of 
existing IP law. 

TRADITIONAL CULTURAL 
EXPRESSION 
 
The World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) has developed the 
term traditional cultural expression (TCE)1 to capture the tangible and 
intangible aspects of traditional knowledge and their expressions. 
Intangible expressions include songs, dances, stories, poetry, symbols, 
or other artwork.  Tangible expressions include all forms of art 
(previously referred to as "folklore") which includes paintings, carvings, 
sculptures, woodwork, basketry, and many other artistic productions. 
These expressions hold in common that they are the product communal 
creativity, reflect community identity, and represent customary practices 
that have passed from generation to generation. 

 
 



 

Each	of	these	baskets	(Skokomish,	Tlingit,	and	Nuu-chah-nulth/Makah)	represents	a	different	
traditional	cultural	expression	that	may	be	protected	by	existing	intellectual	property	laws.	
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MORAL RIGHTS 
 

MORAL RIGHTS (droit mora l): Artists retain "moral rights" 1 to 
their creations, even if they no longer own the specific work of art. 
While less robust in the USA than in Europe, the Visual Artists Rights 
Act (1990) grants moral rights to the creators of visual art such as 
drawings, paintings, photographs, and sculptures. These rights 
include the right of attribution (the right to claim authorship) as well 
as the right to prevent one's name from being associated with any 
work that one did not create. The most significant aspect of artistic 
moral rights is the right of integrity, which allows an artist the right 
"to prevent any intentional distortion, mutilation, or other 
modification of that work which would be prejudicial to his or her 
honor or reputation" (17 U.S. Code §106A). 

	
FIDUCIARY ROLE 
 

Emerging IP law is exploring the practice of a fiduciary role of 
indigenous communities toward natural resources and cultural 
heritage. In the fiduciary role, a community acts as a trustee for a 
resource, be it a landscape or a cultural practice, while having no 
claim of title or ownership. The role of the fiduciary community is 
rather one of trustee or steward, tasked with ensuring the 
preservation of a resource for the beneficiary, typically future 
generations. Rather than a model of exploitation, as seen in seen in 
orthodox IP law, this expansion opens IP rights to a role that is less 
self-serving and more in line with a duty of care. The fiduciary role is 
well established within current legal frameworks and has found 
favor in indigenous legal proceedings (see Bulun Bulun v. R & T 
Textiles). 3 

	

PROTECTING TRADITIONAL 
KNOWLEDGE 
 

Historically, IP laws have not done a good job protecting traditional 
or communal intellectual property. Cultural knowledge does not 
focus on commercial exploitation, but rather community social 
enrichment and restoration.  Similarly, it is often easy to recognize 
communal knowledge but difficult to ascribe ownership to the 
manifestation of that knowledge. For example, Salish art may be 
easily recognized for what it is, but more difficult under existing IP 
law to attribute to a specific artist or to assert that a specific 
community has exlusive rights to a particular style or expression.  

A more expansive and inclusive theory of law is emerging that 
focuses on traditional knowledge of indigenous communities. 
Organizations such as the World Intellectual Property Organization 
(WIPO) and the United Nations (see UN Declaration on the Rights of 
Indigenous People) are expanding the definition of intellectual 
property to include aspects of social and nonmarket values. These 
new legal theories focus on the role of community stewardship of 
traditional knowledge as a means for the preservation and 
restoration of indigenous communities worldwide. In these 
frameworks, cultural property belongs to a community, not just an 
individual and receives protection on par with those established for 
intellectual property. As Nwauche states, "The communal nature of 
the right does not diminish the fact that individuals are the physical 
agents in the creation of communal intellectual property." 2 This is 
an important branch of property law that will be important to watch 
as law focused on "the interests of 'peoples' rather than 'persons'" 3 
evolves. 


